
AUSTRALIAN OPEN TENNIS CENTRE TOUR 

Thursday 25 JULY 2019  Photo’s & notes by Lynn Carter 

 

The “national tennis centre” on a cool Melbourne Thursday. 

Twenty five (25) PROBUS Members were up early and most caught the 9.02 train from Glen Waverley to Richmond 
Station, then walked or trammed to the National Tennis Centre. The plan was to meet at the Tennis HQ Café behind the 
Margaret Court Arena for a tea/coffee before the tour at 10.30am. We were under the guidance of John Shrives (our 
Outings member) until Andrew, our guide from Tennis Australia, met us at Margaret Court Arena. 
Andrew provided great guidance and good commentary, we visited Margaret Court Arena, went on to court 3, visited the 
player change and preparation rooms, the player meals café in the Rod Laver Arena and on to the practice courts in 
Melbourne Arena (Previously Hisense Arena). We then walked via the outer MCG precinct back to Tennis HQ for a filling 
lunch before going back to the Richmond Station where we caught the 1.51pm Glen Waverley train home. This was 
another great day for all who attended.    

 

  

  Tennis HQ for tea/coffee    Doug & leader John S. Camouflage around Court 3 Melbourne Tennis Centre 

 



  

            Walking to Margaret Court Arena 

 

                    Early walkers on to court 3 

  

Andrew providing information to the group on court 3 

 

           The player relaxation area in the Swan Room 

  

  The player change & locker area in the Swan Room 

 
          The Williams Sisters lockers, 245 & 248 

  

 Player arrival & registration area- direct from the car park 

 
Player restaurant/café area in the Rod Laver Arena building 



  

   View out from the restaurant/café, MCG on the left,   

 

          View to the restaurant/café from outside 

  

    Walk to the Melbourne Arena (practice court area) 

 

    Entry to the Melbourne Arena (practice court area) 

  

            Inside the Melbourne Arena building 

 
 Inside the Melbourne Arena, there are 8 courts inside 

  

Members inside the Melbourne Arena watching practice                 Around the walls of the Melbourne Arena 

 



  

          Walking to lunch via the MCG precinct   

 

          Walking to lunch from the MCG precinct   

  

    The MCG as we walk to lunch at Tennis HQ 

 

             Lunch at Tennis HQ for some members 

  

Fred Stolle bust at the Tennis Centre 

 
 Evonne Goolagong Cawley bust at the Tennis Centre 

  

AAMI Park as we walk back to Richmond Station             A development sign near Melbourne Park 

 


